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with its classic quotations, we have come together to review the "boss" - Steve · Francis 1, "what can be sad, is a man, the next
game will be a good fight." - Yao Ming's first NBA game was a failure, and Francis was the first one to comfort Yao Ming. 2, "the
replacement of the venues in my view is like a girlfriend, once owned by the sweet is simply too memorable." For the rockets from the
old Compaq center moved to the new TOYOTA center, Francis published his own views. 3, "I don't think I have a point. I think I can go
in. If there is another chance, I will vote again, I think it was a good opportunity." - Francis's stubborn is a name, this is he in the 20022003 season because the last cast did not be able to hit 3 points and lead to the Rockets 108-109 lost to the king after that. 4, "this is
my site, you can't be here now, I can not let my brother be bullied." Francis Yao Ming - famous for their events, this is the eldest child
in the face than his tall Stoudemire said. 5, "what do you want to do, he's just a rookie, why do you scold him?"!" Francis Yao Ming at
once to the Rockets assistant coach Smith. 6, "I don't want to go!" - in the summer of 2004, Francis told the media that he was
trading in the first sentence of the media. 7, "this is NBA, the place to do business, everyone has to bear the blow. You see, Jabbar
was traded, and Chamberlain was traded...... Only good players can cause a big deal, don't you?" - when it comes to being traded to
the Orlando magic, Francis's view is like this. 8, "Shanghai tall and magnificent architecture let me sigh. I would like to thank Yao
Ming, he gave me a very important help, he helped me in the rockets two years to upgrade the level of basketball to an international
level, this is his credit!" - 2004 years to China, "selling shoes", Francis's funny days to get a full play. 9, "leave the 'old cat' brought me
pain beyond words, it is a nightmare. Together we go on the pitch and share the joys and hardships of life. Past every morning when I
open my eyes, I know 'cat' will be on the training field or court me, after he left, I wake up in the morning and heart is empty, do not
know side and who can rely on. " After - mulbury was traded to the clippers, Francis feeling. 10, "my friendship with Yao Ming, and"
cat "is not what is different, in addition to Yao Ming Chinese." -- Talking about the friendship with Yao Ming. concern >
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